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A A' LINE OF GEOHYDROLOGIC SECTION – 
depicted on plate 7.

EXPLANATION

AQUIFER BOUNDARY – dashed where 
approximately located

ALLUVIAL FAN – stratified sand, silt, and gravel deposited 
where a stream undergoes an abrupt decrease in slope 
at transition from the uplands onto valley flats

ALLUVIAL FLOOD-PLAIN AND CHANNEL DEPOSITS – 
stratified sand and gravel with silt deposited by postglacial
streams in flood plains and channels

TILL – poorly sorted clay, silt, sand, cobbles, and boulders 
deposited as a veneer over Devonian bedrock
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BEDROCK – shale and siltstone

KAME DEPOSITS – hummocks of poorly to well-sorted 
silt, sand, and gravel deposited by streams on top of or 
alongside glacial ice

KAME DELTA – poorly to well-sorted sand, silt, and 
gravel deposited at the mouth of an upland stream atop 
or alongside glacial ice. Often extends out to center of 
the valley

OUTWASH – well-sorted sand and gravel deposited
by meltwater streams 

SWAMP DEPOSITS – silt, organic muck, and peat

OPEN WATER

ESKER – arrows point in direction of water flow

X LOCATION OF GLACIAL STILL STAND – ice-contact
deposits with abundant fine sand
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GLACIAL HISTORY OF THE STUDY AREA
Continental glaciers covered most of New York at least twice during the Pleistocene Epoch (1.8 million to 11,000 years 

ago) and advanced southward and retreated northward in response to changes in climate. The glaciers deepened and 
widened major valleys, and eroded most of the north-facing slopes and valley walls down to bedrock. A more detailed 
description of the glacial history and the morphology of glacial landforms in the Chenango River valley is described in 
Cadwell (1972), Cadwell and Muller (1986), Randall (2001), Fleisher (1977, 1986a, 1986b), and MacNish and Randall 
(1982).

VALLEY-FILL DEPOSITS 
Most of the valley-fill deposits in the Chenango River valley are the result of deposition during the retreat of the last 

glacier (Wisconsinan) about 13,000 years ago, which was followed by deposition of Recent alluvium on the valley floor. 
The coarse-grained deposits that overlie bedrock in the valley and, in some places, along the valley walls (pl. 7) consist of 
material that settled upon, next to, or beneath the ice during transport by supraglacial, subglacial, or englacial meltwaters. 

Ice-Contact Deposits
Ice-Contact deposits consist of eskers, kames, kame deltas, kame terraces, and “valley plugs” that were deposited beneath, 

alongside, or in front of the glacier. Eskers are sinuous ridges that consist of material deposited within tunnels at the bottom 
of the ice. The later melting of the ice left eskers, kames, and other ice-contact features exposed. The southern part of the 
study area contains one esker.

Meltwater streams that flowed along the sides of the glacier and along the valley walls transported large amounts of sand, 
gravel, and silt that, in some places, settled out to form kame terraces. Some kame terraces along valley walls may also 
contain locally derived sand and gravel deposited by upland tributaries that flowed onto or along ice in the valley. The later 
melting of the ice that abutted these terraces caused some to collapse into irregularly shaped mounds along the valley walls. 
Collapsed kame terraces extend from land surface at the valley walls out into the valley, where they overlie bedrock and are 
overlain by younger glaciolacustrine and(or) glaciofluvial deposits (See section D-D', pl.7). Some kame terraces may be 
hydraulically connected to buried subglacial or glaciofluvial deposits that overlie bedrock in the deep parts of the valley. 

When the rate of glacial melting exceeded the rate of southward glacial advance, the ice front receded northward. 
Sometimes, however, the rate of melting was equal to the rate of southward movement and allowed the ice front to remain in 
place for many years; these periods are known as stillstands. During stillstands, the melting of the ice front allowed the 
continuous release of the ice-borne sediment. This process resulted in the formation of thick, coarse-grained kames and 
kame deltas that spanned the width of the valley at Warn Lake, Mill Brook, Haynes, and the Warren Eaton Airport (see 
example in section D-D', pl. 7). These deposits formed “valley plugs,” which, when the ice front began to recede northward 
again, blocked the flow of meltwater from the glacier and of water from tributaries along the sides of valleys and thereby 
caused the impoundment of temporary lakes between the “plug” and the retreating ice front (Cadwell, 1972; Cadwell, 1981; 
MacNish and Randall, 1982). 

Sediment that was transported by meltwater into the lake formed kame deltas (Flint, 1971; Randall, 2001). The coarse-
grained material (sand and gravel) was deposited adjacent to the ice, and fine-grained sediment (fine-to-medium sand) was 
transported farther out in the lake. Fine sediment continually settled within these lakes where it formed thick layers of 
lacustrine silt and clay that buried the older ice-contact deposits in the center of the valleys. The older deposits now form the 
confined aquifers in this area. The period of lacustrine deposition ended either when the lake became filled with sediment or 
when the lake outlets became lowered through erosion, allowing the lake levels to decline. 

Outwash and Alluvium
Once the lakes had drained, the outwash (stratified sand and gravel) that continued to be carried by glacial meltwater was 

deposited as valley trains. Recent streams reworked some of the outwash and also deposited sediment from the uplands; 
typically these streams deposited 20 to 30 feet of alluvium in the Chenango valley and formed alluvial fans at the edges of 
the valley. 

Till
Till is an unsorted mixture of boulders, cobbles, gravel, sand, silt, and clay deposited directly by the glacier. It generally 

covers the bedrock uplands and locally underlies other valley-fill deposits along the sides of the valley. It is generally absent 
in the central parts of the Chenango River valley. It generally has extremely low permeability because it is (1) poorly sorted, 
(2) highly compacted, and (3) has a high silt and clay content. Its thickness in the uplands ranges from several feet to tens of 
feet.
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